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VOLUNTEER RISK MANAGEMENT

OVERVIEW
• Intros
• Definition of Risk Management
• Basics of Risk Management
• Three Levels of Risk Management
• Individuals
• Programs
• Organizations
• Overlooked Risks
• Doing More with Volunteers
• Case Studies
• Questions/Discussion

INTRODUCTIONS
• Your name
• Your organization
• How you interact with

volunteers

WORST CASE

SCENARIO

-leaders teach professional trail crew
members to work—they are laborers
-volunteers are not

How does a volunteer differ from a professional
trail worker?

“I wouldn’t touch that with a ten foot pole!”

How do we reduce the likelihood of negative
outcomes while not “bubble wrapping”
volunteers?

RISK MANAGEMENT

FUNCTIONAL DEFINITION OF
“VOLUNTEER RISK MANAGEMENT”
• To recognize, assess, and anticipate hazards inherent in trail work
• To draw from professional experience to educate volunteers about these hazards
• To utilize mitigation strategies to reduce the likelihood that these hazards will cause

harm
• To determine what is an acceptable level of risk for a program and to implement

policies accordingly
• To diligently inform your volunteers of known risks that cannot be eliminated
• To develop redundant systems and fail-safes
• To operate in a manner that protects the long term health of your volunteers and

organization while also providing engaging experiences for volunteers and
successfully accomplishing necessary work

RISK MANAGEMENT BASICS

• Hazards - Factors that are potentially harmful
• Risks - The likelihood that hazards will cause harm or

negative outcomes

• Mitigation Strategies - Methods used to reduce risk

3 C AT E G O R I E S O F H A Z A R D S

Be sure to cover all three types of hazards with volunteers!

Severity x Probability x Exposure = Risk
• Severity - The potential loss or consequences of an

accident

• Probability - Describes the likelihood that projected

consequences would occur

• Exposure - The amount of time you are exposed, the

number of people at risk, the amount of equipment
involved, the number of times the task is being done

S x P x E = Risk
(also known as Green-Amber-Red model)

THERE’S AN
A P P F O R T H AT !
• Risk: SPE and ORMA

Calculator
• National Center for

Preservation Technology
and Training, National Park
Service
• A simple app that

volunteers and crew
leaders can use

Severity, Probability, Exposure

Severity x Probability x Exposure = RISK

• Grubbing with a

Pulaski

• Removing cow

parsnip all day

• Moving rocks from an

unstable boulder field
to a high-use trail

M I T I G AT I O N S T R AT E G I E S

TA I L G AT E
SAFETY CIRCLE
• Volunteer introduction
• Stretch?
• Go over Emergency Action

Plan
• JHA
• Identify medical training
• Identify location of F.A.K.
• Bear safety

EMERGENCY
ACTION PLAN
• Trailheads
• Communication: Cell

service? Radio? InReach?
PLB?

• Maps
• Emergency Contacts
• Nearest definitive medical

care and evacuation
information

JHA

1. JOB TITLE: Trail Construction and
Maintenance

2. DATE: 5/2017

x NEW
REVISED

INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE
SIDE

3. TITLE OF WORKER(S): Volunteers

4. NAME OF ORGANIZATION:
Alaska Trail Stewards

ANALYSIS BY: Supplemental to State
Park Tailgate Safety

5. LOCATION: Middle Fork Trail,
Chugach State Park

6. DEPARTMENT: Alaska Trail Stewards

10. SUPERVISOR: Joe Hall

REVIEWED BY:

JOB HAZARD
ANALYSIS

11: REQUIRED AND/OR RECOMMENDED
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: Hardhat, safety/sun glasses, hearing protection, gloves, long pants, chaps (if using
chainsaws or other mechanized equipment), good hiking boots, rain gear, backpack.
7. SEQUENCE OF BASIC JOB STEPS
Preparing for hike, maintenance run, etc.

8. POTENTIAL HAZARDS
Unconditioned, mentally or physically unprepared.
Unprepared for hike: brand new or aging boots,
lack of adequate food, water, clothing, rain gear,
first aid, sunscreen, maps, etc.
Unprepared for work: lack of PPE, knowledge of
route or area, daily plan.

• Job Hazard Analysis

Performing construction and/or maintenance
duties: hiking, bending, shoveling, digging,
chopping, cutting, brushing, pushing, pulling,
lifting, dragging, removing objects from trail
corridor, etc.

Exposure to and injuries cause by severe weather,
lightning, extreme temperatures, wind, etc.

Injuries from improper body mechanics, body
positioning, etc.

• Discuss worksite hazards

and what you are going to
do to mitigate the risk of
working around these
hazards

Muscle strains, pulls, and repetitive motion
injuries.

APPROVED BY:

9. RECOMMENDED ACTION OR PROCEDURE
- Volunteers need an adequate a level of fitness throughout the year to
reduce the potential for injuries and strains due to sudden and strenuous
physical work.
-Trail Crew Handbook will be given to, or made available to, each employee
before or at the beginning of their volunteer service
- Volunteers must be briefed on the proper wearing of PPE. Helmets
-Crew leaders will conduct, whenever appropriate, tailgate safety and
project orientation meetings with crew to avoid confusion, separation, and
miscommunication.
-Each crewmember should receive an overview of the emergency response
plan
-Trail workers should be continually aware of, and prepared for, dynamic
and extreme weather. The trail’s handbook addresses these topics, and
should be readily available to all employees.
-Each employee will be provided training on the safe and proper use of the
most important, primary tool—their bodies.
-Proper techniques of stretching, lifting, bending, moving, shoveling,
grubbing, rolling rocks, crushing rock, securing good footing, etc, will be
addressed in SAFE training—focusing on proper body mechanics.
-Each employee will be given time on the job to properly stretch and warmup before, during and after physical activity for a period of time deemed
appropriate by the crew leader, or on-site supervisor.
-Employees will be encouraged to switch hands often, and vary the types of
activities performed to limit exposure to repetitive motion injuries.
-Good communication between crewmembers should reinforce individual
awareness of potential hazards.
-Trail workers need to stay aware of their surroundings, the location of other
crewmembers and other trail users while performing maintenance activities.

JOB HAZARD ANALYSIS: Trail Maintenance

7. SEQUENCE OF BASIC JOB STEPS
Performing construction or maintenance
duties: hiking, bending, shoveling, digging,
chopping, cutting, brushing, pushing, pulling,
lifting, dragging, removing objects from trail
corridor, etc.

8. POTENTIAL HAZARDS
Injuries from improper tool use.

.

• Everyone signs it
Injuries from tools due to improper/poor
maintenance.

Clearing trails of dead/down trees, limbs,
rocks, tundra mats, organics, etc.

Injuries from improper chainsaw, axe, or crosscut
use.
Injuries from improper felling, bucking, or
climbing.

9. RECOMMENDED ACTION OR PROCEDURE
-The right tool for the job should always be used to decrease the chances of
injury to an employee, or damage to a tool through improper use.
-If proper body mechanics are used, then proper tool use should follow.
-Employees will be trained on the safe and proper use of tools used in trail
maintenance and construction
-A minimum 10’ safety circle should surround each employee engaged in
brushing the trail corridor, or cleaning water bars.
-It is the individual’s responsibility to maintain awareness of this area
immediately about them, especially when using any type of swinging or
limbing tool.
-Tools and equipment, when not in use, should be kept in an orderly manner
a safe distance away from the area of work and the public.
-Tools should never be leaned against trees or rocks, always laid down flat,
and in such a way to minimize exposure to sharp edges.
-All protective covers, scabbards, and shields should be in place whenever
such tools are not actively being used.
-When carrying tools, keep the working end close to your body to avoid
accidental injury to others.
-Sharp edges should be positioned in such a way to minimize exposure to
self and others.
-Efforts should be made to avoid carrying tools above waist.
-Tools need to be carried securely, but also readily separable in case of a slip
or fall.
-When loading tools on packs, all protective scabbards and covers should be
in place.
-Tools will be securely lashed to backpacks in such a way as to not pose an
injury, tripping or safety hazard to the person carrying the tool(s), or anyone
else on the trail.
-All tools should be inspected regularly to ensure their safe condition. Any
unsafe, defective, or ill-maintained tools should be fixed, red-flagged,
tagged, rotated out of service, or discarded.
-Employees will be provided training on proper re-handling, sharpening and
maintenance techniques.
-Metal heads: burrs, mushrooms, etc., should be filled or ground down.
Edges should be sharp and covered when not in use.
-Wooden handles should be free of cracks or splinters and fit tightly, with no
wiggle or play, in respective heads.
-Handles should be replaced when they are loose, splintered, or cracked, and
cannot be repaired.
-Only authorized personnel may operate power saws, under the approval and
direction of supervisors, crew leaders or on-site (project) supervisors.
-Sawyers or Lead Sawyers will follow standard felling and bucking
procedures and guidelines found in Denali Trail Crew Chainsaw Training
(see chainsaw JHA).

RISK MANAGEMENT ON 3 LEVELS
I N D I V I D U A L , P R O G R A M , O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L

INDIVIDUAL RISK MANAGEMENT

INDIVIDUALS
W H AT D O I N D I V I D U A L
VOLUNTEERS NEED TO BE SAFE?

• Communication
• Learning who your volunteers are
• Check-Ins, Monitoring, Feedback

& Redirections
• Encourage self-management
• Red Flag Archetypes
• Worksite Management
• When must you dismiss a

volunteer?

C O M M U N I C AT I O N
• Pre-Event e-mail
• Accurate and specific

trailhead information
• Gear list
• What not to bring
• Set the stage with a

schedule
• Open line of

communication

WHO ARE YOUR
VOLUNTEERS?
• Previous experience
• Age
• Physical Condition
• Health concerns and

Accommodations?
• Repeat volunteers are the

best!

MONITORING
• Observe volunteers constantly; leaders may not end up doing as much actual

trail work!

• Be on the lookout for improper tool use
• Look for poor body mechanics
• Look for signs of fatigue, injury, or illness
• Observe the work site in its entirety. Do people need more direction? Are

people getting bunched up in an area?

• You can designate an experienced volunteer to help keep an eye on worksite

safety

• What is a safe Volunteer:Leader ratio?

CHECK-INS
• Actively checking in with individual volunteers
• How is your back feeling?
• Is it time for a break yet?
• Did those directions make sense?
• Are you comfortable with this task?

REDIRECTIONS
• Stop unsafe behavior with the following tactics:
• “Let’s take a break and then take another look at this.”
• “We’re all going to switch up tasks in a minute.”
• “Can I ask you to wear gloves while you do that?”
• “Because you’re wearing tennis shoes, we won’t have you using a pulaski today.”
• “It looks like that group could use an extra hand; let’s go work on that instead.”
• “Do you see how that person is swinging their pulaski? We want to look like that.”
• “Here’s why it’s better to do that differently.”
• Better to offend somebody when you see them doing something unsafe than to let them

get continue and get hurt. Be LOUD and very directive if you need to!

ENCOURAGE
VOLUNTEER
SELF-MANAGEMENT
• “Everyone is ultimately responsible for

their own safety.”

• Encourage volunteers to work at a

sustainable pace and remember to
enjoy themselves

• Teach volunteers signs of repetitive

stress injuries: numbness, tingling

• Stress the importance of asking for

help when lifting heavy objects

• “Work smarter, not harder.”
• Encourage volunteers to take as many

breaks as needed

***RED FLAG INDIVIDUALS***
• There are certain “archetypes” of volunteers that should

concern us:
• #1 - Person who shows up with their own chainsaw and firearm
• #2 - Person who shows up in Vibram 5-finger shoes
• #3 - Poor physical condition
• #4 - Shows up late and hikes in behind everyone
• #5 - Talks excessively about their expertise

WORKSITE
MANAGEMENT
• Too many people in one

area?
• Weather conditions?
• Group morale?
• Appropriate tasks?
• Volunteer:Leader ratio

Q: When should you ask a volunteer not to return?
A: When you are consistently spending so much of
your time and energy managing that one
individual that you can no longer safely and
effectively manage the rest of your volunteers.

PROGRAM RISK MANAGEMENT

PROGRAMS
HOW TO RUN PROGRAMS
S A F E LY
• Write policies
• PPE Policies
• Train leaders
• Site Visits
• Culture of Safety
• Incident Response
• Debriefing
• Tool Cache

POLICIES

• PPE
• Tool use
• First Aid Kits
• Traveling in bear country
• Drug/Acohol/Weapons
• Minors
• Write it down and put it in an

official handbook!

PPE

• Personal Protective Equipment
• The simplest thing to do is have volunteers wear hard hats, gloves,

and eye protection at all times
• But…if you can teach them the more nuanced “why” they need a

particular piece of PPE for given tasks…then they are more likely to
do it. It also importantly teaches volunteers to understand the risk
involved in the task.
• Hardhats should be worn all the time. If you, as a leader, wear your

hard hat, then so will your volunteers. Hold them to this. 6-point is
better than 4-point. You’re more likely to get compliance if you
have dialed hardhats—they stay on people’s heads better.
• Eye protection should be worn for any type of sawing, brush

cutting, swamping, breaking rock, chopping into wood, or any
other tasks that sends debris flying. Sunglasses, though better than
nothing, aren’t really a good substitute. Get your volunteers ANSIapproved eye protection that they like and that they can actually
see out of. Preference for color and style and good function can be
highly individual.
• Long sleeves are nice for protection from plants
• Long pants, duh
• Make ear protection available. You should wear ear protection

when operating any gas powered equipment, drilling, micro
blasting, hammering rock, pounding rebar, and nailing! Don’t be
afraid to double up! Make different kinds available! Be polite and
tell people when you are about to do anything loud so they can put
their ear protection in. Create a culture of ear protection.
• What do we do about boots?

TRAIN
LEADERS
• Verse crew leaders in program

policies

• Teach leadership skills
• Teach worksite management

skills

• Wilderness medicine/CPR

certifications/Mental Health
First Aid

• Co-leading and assistant crew

leading

VISIT THE SITE
BEFOREHAND
• Meet with the land manager
• Know where the trailhead is
• Observe site hazards
• Think about “work-flow” and how

many volunteers a site can safely
accommodate

• Know how you will be able to

communicate in case of
emergency

• Write an Emergency Action Plan

C U LT U R E O F
SAFETY
• Everyone is responsible for

their own safety
• Everyone is responsible for

the group’s safety
• Don’t skip the safety talk
• Anyone can stop

operations if they feel
unsafe

INCIDENT
RESPONSE
• Use your Emergency

Action Plan
• Evacuations: err on the

side of caution
• Document
• Debrief
• Report

DEBRIEFING

• After each event
• After an incident
• After a near miss

TOOL CACHE

• Maintain a safe tool cache!
• If you know you can’t

manage 15 people
swinging pulaskis, don’t
bring 15 pulaskis!
• Sharpen tools to reduce

repetitive stress injury

O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L R I S K M A N A G E M E N T

O R G A N I Z AT I O N S
HOW DO WE MANAGE RISK ON
A N O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L L E V E L ?

• Liability waivers
• Insurance
• Agency Partnerships
• Human Resources

Concerns
• Who are your volunteers

working with?

LIABILITY
WAIVERS
• Did your volunteers

actually read it?
• Do your volunteers

understand the terms?
• Is it crafted by somebody

who understands the
industry?
• Will it hold up in court?

INSURANCE

• Is the work your

organization does in line
with industry standards?
• Is your organization

following its own rules that
its policy is based off of?

AGENCY
PA R T N E R S H I P S
• Can the organization you pair

with take on some of the
liability of your volunteers?

• Alaska State Parks VSAs, USFS

301 forms offer Workers’
Compensation

• If policies differ, follow the more

stringent policy

• Do the land managers you work

with value a culture of safety?

HUMAN
RESOURCES
CONCERNS
• Is your organization truly inclusive?
• Are your volunteer events accessible?
• Strong policies against harassment
• Continuous eduction for staff in Diversity, Equity, Inclusion

• How does this relate to Risk Management?

WHO DO YOU
WORK FOR?
• Some projects can involve

multiple different land
management agencies
and volunteer groups
• Establish who your

volunteers are working for
and what policies they will
need to follow

OVERLOOKED RISKS

DRIVING

•
•
•

Could be the most dangerous thing we do all day in terms of severity, probability, and exposure
Don’t drink and drive
You can “suggest” carpooling to volunteers, but don’t ask or require them to

REPETITIVE STRESS INJURIES

•
•
•
•

Delayed consequence: People don’t notice them until after an event or even years later
Wrist and back injuries are very common amongst trail workers
Teach volunteers good body mechanics; help them learn from YOUR mistakes!
How do we treat repetitive stress injuries

TRAIL WORK
IN CITIES
• More people=Greater

human hazards
• Working on highly

trafficked bike trails
• Trail closures
• Biohazards
• Interacting with the public

NEAR MISSES

• Smart v. Lucky
• Stop and debrief before

continuing on
• Report near misses as you

would an incident
• Learn from your close call
• Do near misses actually

change our behavior?

UNKNOWN RISKS

CAN WE DO MORE WITH VOLUNTEERS?

HIGHER RISK PROJECTS?
• Brush cutters
• Rigging
• Chainsaws
• ATVs/Snow machines
• Backcountry
• Aircraft

Case Study #1 - Tree Falling Fatality
– A L B E R TA P R O V I N C I A L PA R K S

WORST CASE

SCENARIO

Case Study #1 - Tree Falling Fatality

W H AT C A N B E L E A R N E D ?
• Where did risk management systems fail? (Individual,

Program, Organizational)

• How do we prevent this?
• Should volunteers chainsaw?

Case Study # 2 - Smashed Finger
–SCA LEADER TEAM

Case Study # 2 - Smashed Finger
• Incident Summary: Team leader sustains significant laceration on tip of left pinky

doing rock work; evacuates from backcountry to emergency clinic.

• Incident Report: Around 3:30 PM on 8/27, Jamie was working with large rocks

when one smashed the pinky of her left hand. Although she was wearing gloves,
she received a significant laceration a half inch from the tip of her pinky, which she
described as an "amputation". Program staff had received a message by InReach
with a message of the injury. Program staff drove to trailhead and hiked partway
into backcountry before encountering Leader escorted by a crew member
walking out. Program staff continued with leader while member returned to
campsite. Once the Program staff and Leader were at the trailhead and in cell
phone range, organization staff person who was on-call for national incident
response received an emergency line phone call from her. She said they had
controlled the bleeding but she would likely need stitches. She sounded calm
and said she would call the emergency line back tonight to update us about her
status after visiting the emergency room at the local Anchorage hospital. Her
adult crew members remained in the backcountry at the campsite.

Case Study # 2 - Smashed Finger
• Action Taken: Crew members helped her to control bleeding. Finger was

bandaged and place into a glove for walking out to trailhead. A Crew
member accompanied her for 3 miles until program staff person met them
on the trail and escorted leader out to trailhead.

• Follow Up: Jamie called emergency line back at 9:51PM PST to report that

after visiting the ER, her injury has been assessed as an open fracture on the
tip of her left hand pinky. She received an antibiotic via IV drip and will get a
prescription for continued antibiotic course + pain medication. She received
several stitches and a cast for her finger. The crew remained in backcountry
to finish working on assignment for 3 days under agency leadership.

• Outcome: On 9/8, Jamie was cleared to work again but with restrictions. She

returned to duty.

Case Study # 2 - Smashed Finger

W H AT C A N B E L E A R N E D ?
• On which level do risk management systems fail and

on which level do they succeed? (Individual, program,
organizational)

• What do we need to do to prevent similar incidents?
• Should volunteers do rock work?

Case Study # 3 - Behavioral Red Flags
–ALASKA TRAILS

Case Study # 3 Behavioral Red Flags

Case Study #3 - Behavioral Red Flags

W H AT C A N B E L E A R N E D ?

• How do we manage low threshold, or delayed risks?
• What are some red flags you’ve seen with volunteers?
• What do you do going forward?

TA K E H O M E M E S S A G E S

• We can’t eliminate risk, but we can reduce it to

acceptable levels

• Effective risk management happens on three levels:

Individual, Program, Organizational

• We don’t manage risk because of liability; we manage

risk because we care about peoples’ well-being

Our Purpose:
1. Be safe
2. Have fun
3. Get some work done

QUESTIONS/DISCUSSION?

REFERENCES
• https://www.ncptt.nps.gov/blog/risk-spe-orma-and-gar-calculator/
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volunteer-programs-shut-down-pending-safety-review
• https://cochranenow.com/local/naming-off-leash-park-in-memory-

of-jim-uffelmann-supported-unanimously-by-council
• 2018 SCA Field Guide
• 2019 Alaska Trails Handbook
• http://interactioninstitute.org/illustrating-equality-vs-equity/

